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Hocus-pocus! Want to give your players an outstanding magical adventure and 
engage them for longer? You’re in a right place, then� 

The latest Wazdan creation – Magic Spins™ – will enchant your players with 
its new and advanced mechanics, multiple Bonus symbols, including Collector 
and Mega Collector symbols as well as the ground-breaking and exceptional 
Collect to Infinity™ feature� Your players literally won’t put it down!

Our aim is to boost your business, attract a greater number of players and 
keep them for longer� Say “Abracadabra!” and increase your results in a snap 
with Magic Spins™! 

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Hold the Jackpot bonus, Collect to InfinityTM, 
Wild, Gamble Feature, Buy Feature
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Volatility:
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Unique Wazdan Features:
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Gathering at least 6 Bonus symbols of any type takes your players to the mysterious Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� During the bonus round Cash symbols award 
prizes up to 5x player’s bet� Great fun comes with Collector, Jackpot, Mystery, and Increasing Value Cash symbols which may appear on four big corner reels� 

Mega Collector, Magic Mystery, and Mega Increasing Value Cash symbols can only land on the mega central reel� Increasing Value Cash symbols and Mega 
Increasing Value Cash symbols award prizes up to 7x and 10x respectively and increase their values with every Re-Spin up to 10 times� So miraculous! 

The Collector and Mega Collector symbols may appear with a counter or with the new Collect to Infinity™ feature and gather all values from adjacent Cash 
symbols to infinity� Holly magic! Mystery and Magic Mystery symbols bring random prizes, including the new Magic Jackpot� At the end of the bonus game, your 

players will be paid for the sum of Bonus symbols values, including Mini, Minor, Major, Magic Jackpots� Whereas, the Grand Jackpot, awarded for collecting 
29 Bonus symbols, is the maximum prize to grab�

Hold the Jackpot
The game moves your players to the virtual world of spins and keeps them engaged!
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Bonus Symbols
Drawing 6 Bonus symbols of any type activates the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� Bonus 
symbols drawn on the big and mega reels stick to the reels for up to 10 Re-Spins, increasing 
the chances of opening the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� They may have extra features that 
are active during the base game – they can increase their values or collect prizes from 
another symbols� All Bonus symbols pay only in Bonus Game�

Increasing Value Cash Symbol
Increasing Value Cash symbols can only appear on four big corner reels and award prizes 
ranging from 3x-7x player’s bet� When drawn, the symbols are assigned to a random countdown 
value from 1 to 10 and their value increases by the bet with every Re-Spin, until the countdown 
reaches 0�

Cash Symbol 
Cash symbols can only appear on the small reels and award prizes ranging from 1x-5x 
player’s bet� 
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Mega Increasing Value Cash Symbol
Mega Increasing Value Cash symbols can only appear on the mega central reel and award prizes 
ranging from 5x-10x player’s bet� When drawn, the symbols are assigned to a random countdown 
value from 1 to 10 and their value increases by the bet with every Re-Spin, until the countdown 
reaches 0�

Mega Collector Symbol
Mega Collector symbols can only appear on the mega central reel and are assigned to a random 
countdown value from 1 to 10� They accumulate all values from Cash symbols drawn on the 
small adjacent reels, until their countdown reaches 0� They may also appear with the Collect 
to Infinity™ feature and accumulate Cash symbols values to infinity� 

Collector Symbol
Collector symbols can only appear on four big corner reels and are assigned to a random 
countdown value from 1 to 10� They accumulate all values from Cash symbols drawn on the 
small adjacent reels, until their countdown reaches 0� Collector symbols may also appear 
with the Collect to Infinity™ feature and accumulate Cash symbols values to infinity�
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Jackpot Symbols
Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols may appear on four big corner reels during the Bonus 
Game and award corresponding Jackpots� Multiple Jackpot symbols of the same type may 
be won during the Bonus Game� The Magic Jackpot can only be drawn on the Magic Mystery 
symbol�

Magic Mystery Symbol
Magic Mystery symbol can only appear on the mega central reel and may only transform into 
Mini, Minor, Major and Magic Jackpot symbols or the Mega Collector symbol� This symbol 
opens at the end of the Bonus Game� 

Mystery Symbol
Mystery Symbol can only appear on four big corner reels and can transform into any other 
Bonus symbol� 
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Wild Symbol 
Wild Symbol substitutes for all symbols except for Bonus symbols� 
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Hocus-pocus! Become the wizard of your casino and increase your numbers 
with Magic Spins™! Cast a spell now!


